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FOREWORD
Efficient management of the
Experiment (LACIE) dictates that
jest activities be established.
effective control, documentation
will be established, and changes
sequently controlled by the prop
Large Area Crop Inventory
effective controls of pro-
To provide a basis for
will be prepared, baselines
to the baseline will be sub-
ar management levels.
The specific control documents which will be used are
defamed in the LACIE Project Plan, LACIE-000605. All ele-
ments of the LACIE Project must adhere to these baselined
control documents, and, where it is considered that the re-
quirements should be changed, the proper change request, ac-
companied by a full justification, must be submitted to the
proper management Level in accordance with established pro-
cedures. These documents will be maintained current by change
notices and revisions will reference the applicable Change
Control Board Directive (CCED) which approved the change.
This document, LACIE-000200 1
 Volume IC, Revision A, de-
fines the LACIE Data Acquisition, Preprocessing, and Trans-
mission Subsystem (DAPTS) historical agricultural data re-
quirements, and has been prepared in accordance with the
"Instructions for Preparation of LACIE Requirements Documents,"
LACIE-00100, Revision C, dated November 20, 1974. "Full.-Up
System," as used in this document is defined.as
 the system
required to fulfill the requirements of LACIE Phase II. In
general, the approach used in each section is first to spec-
ify the requirements of the Full-Up System and then to specify
the requirements of any interim system by reference to speci-
fic paragraphs, in the Full-Up System requirements sections
of the document. The LACIE Project Phases are defined in the
LACIE Project Plan, LACIE-000605. 	 S
The organization responsible for the implementation of
each requirement defined in this document is specified on an
individual requirement basis. where the implementation re-
sponsibility applies to the complete section, the implementa-
tion responsibility is specified after the section title. A
11 section" for the purposes of designating implementation re-
sponsibility is defined as being any numbered paragraph and
all subparagraphs. Where different implementation responsi-
bilities apply to different portions of a section, the imple-
mentation responsibility is specified on an individual para-
graph or sentence basis, as applicable. All implementing
iv
organizations designated shall accomplish their implementa-
tion activities in accordance with the requirements specified
herein.
R. B. MacDonald
Manager, Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment
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t	 SECTION 1.0
F U NCTIONKL RESPONSIBILITIES
i
GENERAL
The Data Acquisition, Preprocessing and
	
f	 Transmission Subsystem (DAPTS) is responsible
for the acqui.siti.one standard preprocessing,
and transmission of all. historical field and
real-tame meteorological data required for the
	
{.	 LACTE project. This document describes the
	
3 #	 requirements for historical agricultural data.
1.2	 SPECIFIC
The specific responsibilities of DAPTS for
historical agricultural data include
assimilating requirements for acquiring,
preprocessing, and performing preliminary
analysis to develop ancillary data packets and
crop calendars, maintenance of comprehensive
data files for each LACIR country, and
transmitting the data to the Information
Storage, Retrieval., and Reformatting Subsystem
(.ISRRS) .
1-1
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^• I	 t{{ j	 SECTION 2.0
^J	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents are applicable to the
extent specified herein:
A. LACIE--00100, Instructions for Preparation
of LA.CIE Subsystem Requirements Document,
Revision C, November 20, 1974.
B. LACIE - Project Plan, LACIE- CO0605,
November 18, 1974.
C. USDA/NASA/JSC Interface Control Document,
dated November 1975.
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3.1.2
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.2
SECTION 3.0
FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAMS
DAPTS HISTORICAL AGRICULTURAL SUBSYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT
1111-Uv System
The functional flow diagram for the development
of the portion of DAPTS data related to
historical agricultural data is presented in
figure 3-1.
Interim Syg:tgj§
Nat
DAPTS HISTORICAL AGRICULTURAL SUBSYSTEM
OPERATION
Fu"=2R-LiVs12m
The functional flow diagram for the operation
of the portion of DAPTS related to historical
agricultural data is presented in figure 3-2.
The subsystem interfaces are depicted in figure
3-3.
Interim-S.Y§tems
Not applicable.
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Figure 3-9.- Flow diagram of simplified DAPTS
subsystem development.
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SECTION 4.0
CaHS QLID ATED_N EQU IN $KENT'S
FULL-UP SYSTEM
Introduction
Acquisition`of historical agricultural
support 1ACIE requirements will involy
liaison Frith. government agencies which
supply the data, as well as in-house c
for analyzing the data received. '
4.1.2
	 Narticipating_Org,ani.zations
4.1.2.1	 NASA--^^knson-S^acaC^r^t_^_Science _and
Aali.cat:ions_ Directorateg_Earth_Observat .ons
n1 jisi on.
4.1.2.1.1	 Applications system Verification Branch: In
the Applications System Verification Branch
(ASVS), the DAPTS has the overall
responsibility for collecting all historical
agricultural data to support LACIE. This
includes requirements definition, procedures
preparation, data gathering and analysis and
report preparation, review, and transmittal to
the ISRPS.
4.1.2.1.2
	 Regional Analysis Section: The Lockheed
Electronics Company, Inc. (LEC) Regional
Analysis Section (RAS) provides support to
DAPTS by assisting in defining the data
requirements of the various subsystems and by
performing analyses of raw historical data to
produce specialized output data products.
4.1,2.1.3	 Facilities Support Office: The Facilities
Support Office. (FSO) (TF12) supports DAPTS in
the following areas:
A. By providing cartographa.c and drafting
support for preparation of maps and
illustrations used in reports prepared by
the HAS.
B. By acquiring maps and document_; identitied
by DAPTS as required to support LACIL
historical agricultural data requests.
C. By cataloging, distributing, anci storing
maps and documents used in the LACIL
4-1
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nonelectronic historical agricultural data
base.
4.1.2.2	 united States De partment of A griculture.- The
U3 nited~States Depament— of Agriculture (USDA)
is the primary source for all historical
agricultural data required by the ILACIE,
Initially, the USDA will be responsible for
.providing basic historical data from its data
base to the LEC RAS for evaluation and
analysis. As requirements become better
defined, the USDA will be requested to provide
data products directly satisfying LAC1E
requirements. At that time the RAS will
perform specialized, quick turnaround analyses,
in additibn to acting as liaison with USDA For
the standard data products.
4.1.3	 Data Acauisitioa
4.1.3.1 crop—calendars.- Ra ga crop calendar data for
areas containing the 4800 segments will be
acquired from the USDA, using a standardized
format and definitions of stages of development
(Required by CAMS, YES and CAS; Category 2;
Implementation Responsibility: DA$TSOUSDA).
A crop calendar will be generated for each
sample segment. if more than one segment
occurs in an area of uniform growing
conditions, the same crop calendar may be used.
The RAS will perform the analyses.necessary to
group segments under one crop calendar.
Completed crop calendars will be delivered to
the nonelectronic ISRVS for storage.
4.9.3.2	 Crgp,piaq_Practices.- Cropping practices data
for areas containing the 4800 segments shall be
collected from the USDA and other sources by
the RAS (Required by CRS, CAMS & YES; Category
2; Implementation Responsibility: DAETS/USDA).
A cropping practices report tar each segment
will be prepared by the RAS; however, the same
report may apply to more than one segment,
depending on the level of detail available.
completed reports will be delivered to the
nonelectronic ISRRS for storage.
1
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Historic aggCi2,giturai._statistics.- Historic
agricultural statistics are required for the
ITS and the 4800 sample segments over the last
15 years if available (Required by CAMS, YES
and CAS; Category 2; Implementation
Responsibility:' DAPTS /USDA) .
The data to be acguired from USDA are:
A. Wheat acreage (planted and harvested) to
the smallest political. subdivision.
B. Confusion crop acreage to the smallest
{	 political, subdivision.
C. Wheat yield and production to the smallest
political subdivision.
D. Total agricultural acreage.
E. Daps identifying political subdivision
boundaries.
A report will be prepared containing
statistical data on all political subdivisions
containing one or more sample segments or
ITS Q s.
4.2
	 INTERIM SYSTEMS
The only ZACIE functional element that has
.levied Phase I requirements on DAPTS is YES.
During Phase I, YES will require mean crop
calendars for wheat, TBD small grains and other
TBD dominant crops for all areas considered in
the Phase I effort. (Required by YES; Cat, 2;
Impl. resp.: DAPTS/USDA) .
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SECTION 5.0
SUBSYSTEM INPUT—REQUIREMENTS
Inputs required by the DAPTS from the other
LACIE functional elements are defined in the
following subparagraphs.
5.1 FULL. -UP SYSTEM
5. 1. 1 AAPTS
Not applicable.
5.1.2 CAMS
Not applicable.
5.1 .3 YES
- Not applicable.
G5. 1. `!rt CAS
TBD
5. P.5 IS13RS
Not applicable.
5.1.6 SPE-EA
Not applicable.
5.1.7 SE
Not applicable.
5. 1.8 Research
Not applicable.
5.1.9 Test	 Evaluation_and
Not applicable.
5.2 INTERIM SYSTEMS
Not applicable.
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SECTION 6.0
OUTPUT PEOUIREMENTS
Outputs from DAPTS which will be provided to
the other LACIE functional elements are derined
in the following subparagraphs.
6.1	 FULL - UP SYSTEM
6.1.1	 Data Accquisition._preprocessa.ng
and Transmission	 y_Subsstem
Not applicable.
6.1.2	 Ciassa.tication and_Mensuration_Subsystem
The following are descriptions of the required
historic agricultural data in support of the
CAMS.
6.1.2.1	 Soil ma p s.- (Required by CA MS; Category 1;
Implementation Responsibility: DAPTS/USDA).
Four copies of individual soil maps for the
U.S. and each FACIE foreign country are
requirel. The areas within each country for
whicb soils information is required are thost3
areas used for sample segment definition. 'daps
are to be provided as a positive print, at d
scale of 1:5,000,000 or jreater (as available),
and at a known projection. The soil
classification system preferred is the 7th
approximation system, however the genetic(Dokuchev) system is also acceptable. in both
classification systems there must be a
sufficient level of detail on the maps provided
to allow determination of the boundaries of
soil. suborders. Maps must be reviewea yearly
and upd,3ted as new material becomes available
prior to each LACIE phase.
6.1.2.2	 2onograLahic_Maps. - (Required by CAMS; Category
1; Implementation Responsibility DAPTS/FSO) .
one copy of topographic maps for all areas
containing sample segment: are required for all
IACIE countries. In the U.S. these maps are
required in scale. of 1:24,000 and 1:250,000
for each sample segment and 1:1,000,000 for
areas containing one or more sample segments.
Substitute maps of 1:62,500 scale are
acceptable vhore 1:24,000 scale map- are not
6-1
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available. The contour interval shall be the
standard for , the ,scale snap under consideration
v ith the criterion being to shorn the greatest
amount of detail while maintaining clarity.
For the LACTE foreign countries the maps
required will be at, or as near as possible to,
the scale and detail of the J.S. maps. In
cases where topographic maps are not available,
relief naps showing feature changes using
hachures, tints, or shading will be provided.
These [naps (both U.S. and foreign) will be
updated as better information becomes
available.
6.1.2.3	 A_prjpri_,probabslities.- (Required by CAMS;
Category 3; impiementation responsibility:
DAPTS/USDA) . DAPTS has the responsibility of
providing raw input data for the operation of a
computer program to compute the a priori
probability of wheat in a given unit area„ The
input parameters are TBD.
A computer program specification, detailing the
computational procedurQs to be employed, the	
Ifrequency o.t computations, input data sources,
output formats and any other required pertinent
data and information required to develop the
probabilities and their associated errors will
be supplied to DAPTS and CAFES. This program
will be implemented and operated by DSAD
(Required by CAMS; Category 3; Implementation
Responsibility: DAPTS/DSAD).
The various categories of agricultural ground
cover to be considered are listed in the
following subparagraph.
6.1.2.3.1	 A priori probabilities: There-is a requirement
to determine that, if a segment of Land is
cropland, the corner class is a member of one or
more of the following categories:
A. Winter wheat
B. Spring wheat.
C. kIheat
D. Winter cereal.
Eo Spring cereal
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rF. Cereal:
G. 
H.
I.
J.
K.
M.
N.
Fall plowed crop
Spring plowed crop
Harvested winter wheat
Harvested spring wheat
Harvested spring cereal
Harvested winter cereal
Harvested fall. plowed crop
Harvested spring plowed crop
The estimated error in each of the above
probabilities is required. '.These values are to
be stored in the electronic ISRRS and are to be
available to the CAMS whenever the CAMS is
operating. An interactive query capability
shall also be provided.
6.1.2.4	 Ancillary summaries.- (!'required by CARS,;
Category 1; Implementation Responsibility:
DAFTS/USDA). DAPTS shall output to the LPDL
for the CAMS one copy of an ancillary data
summary for each of the 4500 sample segments.
The summaries shall contain information on
soils, climate and cropping practices as well
as agricultural statistical data. The
summaries shall be presented in the tormat
shown by the attached examples. only two
general formats are to be used - one for the
U.S. and one for all foreign countries. The
Soviet Union summary is an example of the
format to be used for all foreign countries.
The text of these formats will be varied to
meet the potential practices of a specific
country.
Th gs:? ancillary summaries are required at the
county level for all counties in the United
States containing one or more 5 x 6 n.mi. LACIE
sample segments. For the foreign countries
listed below, the data are required for
political subdivision designated as acreage
strata for aggregation purposes.
Cavntry
	 A2Eka22-strata
Canada	 Census Division
USSR	 Oblast	 rY
P.R.C.	 Province
India	 District
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SEGMENT NO.
SOVIET UNION
ANCILLARY SUMMARY
S.S.R.	 OBLAST/KRAY
SEGMENT COORDINATES LAT._
	 LONG.
MAP NO.
	 SCALE
SOIL TYPE/COLOR
	 CLIMATE (KOPPEN)
WM0 NO.
I. CROPPING PRACTICES
^I
^Er
I	 ^.
it
l	 i
Figure 6 w 1.- Soviet Union ancillary summary.
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Ii. Land Use
Area in 1000 Ha.
Most Recent Year
Percent as
Indicated
^+t^++A.	 SSR
B.	 Oblast/Cray
1.	 Cropped Area
a.	 Net area sown
b.	 Area sown more than once
c.	 Irrigated area 0 of IA)
2.	 Fallowed Area
a.	 Fallowed less than 1 year
b.	 Fallowed 1-5 years
c.	 Fallowed more than 5 years
3.	 Ikon-cultivated . Area ( a+b+c)
a.	 Forest
b.	 Permanent pasture /grazing
c.	 Other (marsh/desert/
urban, etc.)
Comments:
Figure 6-2.- Land use.
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IV. Crops
Include All
Most Recent Year 19
RemarksArea Percentage Percentage
Irrigated
t	
r^
1
S.S.R.
Segment Ho.
Oblast/Kray
III. Agricultural Information
A. Average Field Sizes
B. Wheat C% of reporting Unit)
C. Conservation Practices
1. Irrigated land (% of reporting unit)
2. Contour (Acres)
	 Strip (Acres)	 Terrace (Acres)
i
NI
^I
Figure 6-3.- Agricultural information; Crops.
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UNITED STATES ANCILLARY SUMMARY
County(ies)	 State	 Seg. No.^
Seg. C000d.	 - W - -	 CRJ
Soil Type/Color
	 Climate (Kopper)
CROPPING PRACTICES Seasonal Procipitation
Annual Precipitation
t^
Figure 6--4.- United States ancillary summary'
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Crops
(Include All)
Most Recent Year Second Most Recent Year
Acreage Percent
Percent
irrigation Acreage Percent
Percent
Irrigation
Wheat
.t
t
e
5
z
t.
t^
s;
F°1
. ,	 S
County/State
I Land Use Acreage'
(Mast Recent Year)
Percent of Total
County Area
A.-Total County Area
B. Total Cropland
1. Cropland Harvested
Z. Cropland Pastured
3. All Other Cropland
C. Woodlands, Woodland Pasture
D. All Other Land
^a
A^
r,
E. Average Field Size (Acres) _
F. Wheat (% Total of County Area)
II. Conservation Practices (Most Recent Year)
A. Irrigated Land (% County Area)
B. Contour (Acres)	 Strip (Acres)	 Terrace (Acres)
111. Crops and Agricultural Lands {Absolute Acreage and % of Total County Area)
Figure 6--5.- Land use; Conservation; Crops.
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6.1:. 2. 4.1
6.1.2.4.2
p Tail :a	 Division
Rr.:9.9r,t^:na	 P artidv^3' =.	 a.,AZ.X A cpali,
;CtOp'piug , practices: The ^a:gricul=tural
st tistical data required can .be determine(
roA th'e anc! arp sulig&ry ferns -$hemsel.ve"
Th-0 c^opp":rag ^iract ces rata se u' res an
e^: Jlaavkic n` of the 'particular i"'oa mation
req^a ^:r^ecl »	 .
Crapping practices are d-efihe3 as' any cul.te
activity that may create ,
 or alter the e$tei
nox;plaol,ogical chareact4ristics (appearance)
field or crop si:gnature^ response as de tects
high altitude ai:rr.:'aft or spacecraft remot4
sepsors. Examples of cropping practices fe
Which information is desired are .listed be]
A, Cropping systems ,or crop rotation praci
B. Irrigation practices
C. special practices
1. Wheat grazing
2. Cover cropping
1. .Green manure crops
Crop rotation systems Generalized informs
on crop rotation systems will be needed. 7
examples of this type of data are as foll.oi
A., Crop rotation systems in the Corn Belt
1. 3-year rotation of corn, oats, red
clover, and timothy sod
	
.7~:
2. 4-year rotation of corn, soybeans,
and clover
3. 5-year rotation of 2 years of corn,
year .
 of oats, and 2 gears of al.fall
bromegrass
B. 1-year cropping systems
1. Winter wheat followed by annual
lespedexa
2. Winter rye grass alternated with a
summer row crop such as corn
C. Crapping practices in Yangtze Valley, [
1. Cotton is hand-broadcast in the
wheatfi.eld 1 mouth prior to the whi
harvest
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(Requirea by vTEs; category T ;
Responsibility: DAPTS,/USDA) .
^as^men^s.-
atplementa Lion
DAPTS will
6.1.3.1 r. yl
L
"	
w H
	
y
ti	
' ti	 i.,F ;.,Storage o	 t^h	 a data ou a sample ;segment .basis
a th'e' T.gDL is req'uired. APPr-iimately 20 such
sees, of; .cat -. ,pefr 44Y.; , 	-1	 be; <4 o	 snail.
6.1.2..5 ,. 'rop GileWd{^S+a ru^.red b^.: CA^3 a° Category 1;
lmpleme ita"tzv^i..
	
spo	 i	 ,t,y., .	 DR , TS/USDA) .
s r^eg^u'le	 to psovd^ :aean historical
C ca;p Ca l114Ada=s for each sampl-e" segme,ut to assist
the Analyst Tnterpreters 	 A.	 } in image
'	 r interpre -tatxop,.	 Es cEx cal 	 sAal.l describe
the `,p^ogre s off' .wheat aka	 a	 -.Qtber. crops
_	 Olg ^h	 a3cez tog4t tidr, const	 at e: at lust 95_ ^
_ percent of the cx^lt vatecl area . c r which
n.formatioh is
	
- ai able.	 The year or years of
histotical datat u gOd in the aei veiopment of the
calendar sh-all, be st¢ted. , • F^^ta sources shall
also be stated.	 For for6iq^, coiintries the
calendars shall b.e. prepared fof acreage strata,
+ where possiblo.	 .ln the U.S. data will be
required at the C^M level..
The calendars . for each crop will be presented
as the percent area in a specified growth stage
at a specified date.	 An example of, the desired
data product output format is attached.	 Two
copies are required.
provide Etistorical agricultural statistics to
ICES for use in the yield modeling activities,
The data required are:
A. statistics on wheat yield and wheat acreage
to the CAS aggregation strata level for the
U.S. and LACTE foreign 'countries for all
years of record.
B. Statistics on the acreage of all nonwheat
crops in the strata of A above for the most
recent 3 ;to 5 years.
Statistics are required only for those
aggregation strata containing sample segments.
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CROP %AR
IGO
WINTER 75
WHEAT ED
20
75
BARLEY 50
2S
75
OATS	 SG
25
75
RYE	 W
25
75
ALFALFA 50
25
75
SORGHUM 50
25
75
CORN	 50
25
76
SOYBEANS so
25
75
So
23
-76
so
25
76
so
26
7S
go
2S
75
ED
26
75
so
25
75
50
25
75
so
25
75
SD
26
75
59
25
75
so
25
75
so
25
75
so
25
7S
so
25
STATE	 SEGMENT NO.
I CRD 6 No.	 DATE
CROP . C.A.LFN16AAIS
PERCENT OF 'AREA IN DEVELOPMENT STAGE BY SPECIFIED DATE
*YEARS OF DATA-	 AVERAGE
(NO ADJUSTMENTS FOR WEATHER MADE)
DSOURCE OF DATA,
*ESTIMATED ACCURACY OF DATES AS THEY WOULD APPLY TO ANY GIVEN YEAR.
;t- DAYS
Figure 6-6.- Crop Calendars.
iSTATE, FROVINCE, OR OBLAST:
	 SEGMENT NO:
COUNTRY-	 DATE:
CROP CALENDARS
PERCENT OF AREA IN DEVELOPMENT STAGE BY SPECIFIED DATE
-CROP	 %A EA
	 JANUARY rFFERUARY
	 MARCH	 APRIL'	 MAY	 JUNE	 JULY	 AUGUST	 SEFTEMSER -OC7a8ER . NOViMRSR .^ECEk16ER'	 i1ANUAR700	 .-..	 ...	 _..	 ....... ,.	 ._	 .......	 ..._. _.	 ....	 .. ..	 ._......	 ._..!.
75
50
75
54
C
(a'
25
75
Ci
25
75
O►
ZV	 (^
25
78
50
n
^i
25
75
50
P3 25
75
25
75
i
i
25
75
50
25	 E -
j
SOURCE:	
_ 	 ESTIMATED YEARLY SHIFT IN DATES:'. +_
	 DADS
YEARS OF DATA:
ADJUSTED FOR WEATHER:_YES._.^_NO
l
_w^... .... _... _	 .-	 f, ^,..:4-^"' __^^^ ^t_ ^.jr•-'w-,-;he_'^..:Ir?+^^s_.=?v —.. -. -Rs,. '^^.'a,.;: a.. L^:^^. ':<': 4r:Eaz '_; ^. .^',5-^%•a'^^ ^^4 ^ -.^:L.,:'=1^ a.> L.-^.i$_'..rry. ^}y	 ,:^i_` ti tsx-:'	
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Statiot,^cs will be Up Ldat4d as new data is
reeesvip'4, generally at least once yearly. 	 Data `	 =`
must be. araa fable fox re^41 within 24 hours.
Thee	 o ies of< -statistical data in tabular
cirm agarer	 b^ .Je l.y; :)	 ^g7	 ., .. d4
6.1 .3.2	 ,.__.._ Craoa dar data._..,,. Requar r3	 y;	 FES z..
	 ._..
_qi
- Category`, '^ H Im^sYementat3on ` Re sponsibility:-
" A tPTS/I1 	 1 ) .	 DAPTS is rquired t'^ prc^:vide its:'
,Crop . ^`a^ Illd8r5	 fJ^ t . e U.,	 to.
de-ve, opment'.	 f the
•	 -.,	
tS	 J 	 err
_..: Each '.ca^i^jmdar shall descsa66.:Lthe progress .:off r
wh•4at .:and.. -gall- ..other crbp.^ vhlch,r taken	 ,... ; .
together ' constitute -a`t iaast •95 p'er'cert of the
!0*1U rate4 area. "for which' iiiforaatxon .18 i
av^	 able.	 Calendar: .are, reg_uired .on ;an
#dividual year basis, for as many years as rr
data is available , from state and nat ion a
sau	 es,, - ,.	 Crap q I ficl'	 equ.ired f'or•:aIT. s4
Chi-D's in the Ube,:. contaiii.n.y one- or mor.e. sanple-
seguents	 -	 .:
The calendars gor each crop Kill ne presented
(	 as, the, percent area in a specified growth stage
at a specified date.
	
An example of the desired
aa'ta ,product outp'iit Format is attached.	 Three y
copies are required.	 These data are required
as soon as possible (ASAP) per the rescoped r
Phase 11 effort.
6.1.3.3	 S^ l_map§.	 (Required by YES; Category 1 A i	 r	 IImplementation Res ponsibility:	 DAPTS/USLy &) .
Tea copies. of individual s6il maps for the U.S,
and each IkCIE foreign country are requlied.
The areas within each country for which soils d
information is teggalred are those areas used
for sample scgzaeht definition.	 Flaps are to be i	 ^Y
provided as a positive print, at a scale of
1:58 00, R p 0 or greater (as available) , and at a
knoiin projection.
	
The soil classification ^	 ?"
system preferred is the 'nth approximation r'
system; hoverer, the genetic (Dokuchev) system
is also acceptable.	 7n both classification
sygtems there must be a sufficient level of
detail. on the maps provided to allow
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CROP %AR
100
WINTER 75
WHEAT 50
26
76
BARLEY 50
25
75
OATS	 S0
26
75
RYE	 50
25
75
ALFALFA 50
25
75
SORGHUM 50
25
75
CORN	 S0
25
75
SOYBEAR 60
25
76
50
26
76
E0
25
75
60
2S
^rl
i
1
t
75
50
25
75
50
25
75
50
25
75
60
26
75
60
25
75
SO
26
75
SO
25
75
50
25
75
60
25
75
5;]
25
7S
60
26
+I
k
-1!
y'S2i 5L	 r 	 4	 f h	
x^	 4
*YEARS OF DATA. ---- AVERAGE
MO ADJUSTMENTS FOR WEATHER MADE}
OSOURCE OF DATA:
*ESTIMATED ACCURACY OF DATES AS THEY WOULD APPLY To ANY GIVEN YEAR-
DAYS
Figure 6-7.- Crop Calendars.
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STATE. PROVINCE, OR OBLAST- 	 SEGMENT. RIO:	 ^ t
COUNTRY—DATE:
CROP CALENDARS
PERCENT OF AREA IN DEVELOPMENT STAGE BY SPECIFIED DATE
CROP %AREA JANUARY FEBRUARY>4lAflRH 	 APH1L	 !lIAY	 JUFeE	 JUL:V	 AVGU57 SEPTEMBER OCTOBECi PEOAlE4ABEi DECEWIBER SAhUAR1''
z s,<
^	 so
so	
2S
(D	
mac
1	 I	 50
f	 r
f	 75
so	
50
n
75	 b
50
25
s	
(D	 i5
So 60
75	 7&
25	 25
75	 75
r	 50	 $0
SOURCE:	 ESTIMATED YEARLY SHIFT IN DATES: 	 ±	 DAYS
's
	
YEARS OF DATA:	 — ^—
ADJUSTED FOR WEATHER—YES—NO
I
i
 
-'.fsv A-
if
idoter in t on ,off the boundar-les . of^ soil:`
sunord[ers. laps': lust be revJcwed y^atly-. and
'updated as; new matatio: beadt6 : aVa^: able.
	
6.1.3.4
	 T-OR029-rihlc-Mga.	 ('Rega'r (I by 'YE8 ,4 Category.10? Impl.ermentettion Responsibility. bA^'^^JFSOj .
.Ten copies of topographi c -maps. for' all: ;areas
containing sample segments are regair+ed. for all
LACIE countries. Ina the . U.S.. th.ese; maps are
required in scales of 1.1,0.00:,006.-for areas
containing one or more sample,. segments. The
contour interval shall be the standard for the
scale map under censideratiou . w. th the_
criterion being to show the greates
.
t amount of
detail while maintaining clarity.
For the LACIE foreign countries the maps
required will be at or as near as possible to
the scale and detail of the U.S.'maps. In
cases Where topographic maps are not available,
relief maps shoring feature changes using
hachures, tints or shadinq will be provided.
These maps (moth U.S. and fore-ig .n) will be
updated as better information becomes
available.
	
6.1.3.	 Cr^^ing_^racti^ces.- (Required by YES; Category
1; Tmplementtation Responsibility: DEPTS/USDA) .
DAPTS shall output to the LPDL for the YES 10
copies of a cropping practices report for each
acreage strata. The format of the cropping
practices report is to be per the attached
example. The cropping practices reports are
required in the U,S. at the Crop Reporting
District (CRD) level: for all CRdD° s containing
one or more .LACIE sample segments. For foreign
countries, the cropping practices are negiaired
for political subdivisions designated as
acreage strata for aggregation purposes. These
countries and strata level of detail are listed
below-.
C^ouatry	 Ac,reaae_straata
Canada
	
Cens€ns Division
USSR	 Oblast
P.an ce 	 Province
India	 District
Australia,	 Division
I.
3
Y
l
,a
	
r	 •^i
	
r^	 '1
i
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.^' Argentina	 Partido
Brazil	 municipality
6ti 1.	 .1Desgri.pti9np o,g .. croppi ng',practices ..employed:These '.are,.; required for each. sample segaent.
The proppxpg i:nformat-ion , required- is defined as
any cal;turg,i activi.ty:; t4at may create or alter
the exterr&aX - morp4oiogipal... pharac .teristics
(appearance) of a' €iel4 or crop sigitature
response as detected by high altitude aircraft
or spacecraft remote sensors. Examples of
croppirq practices for.'which information is
desired are lifted belo0a.
A. Cropping-systems or crop rotation
practices
B. Irrigation practices...'.
C. Special practicps; -
1. Wheat grazing
2. Cotter cropping.
3. Green Hanure crops
6.1.3.5.2	 Crop rotation systans: Generalized information
on the prop rotation systems will be needed.
Thrpe examples of this type of data are as
foll.ovs:
A. Crop rotation systems in the Corn Belt
1. 3--year rotation of corn, oats, red
clover and timothy sods
2, 4-year rotation of corn, soybeans, oats
and clover
'	 3. 5-year rotation of 2 years of corn, 1
year of oats, and 2 years of alfalfa-
bromegrass
B. 1Y-year cropping systems
1. Winter wheat followed by annual 	 r
lespedeza
2. winter rye grass alternated with a
summer row crop such as corn
C. Cropping practice in Yangtze Valley, China
1. Cotton is hand-broadcast in the
wheatfi.eld 1 month prior to the wheat
harvest
6.1.3.6	 oveslag_r^^n,- (Required by YES; Category 1,
implementation Responsibility: DAPTS/USDA).
Map overlays for 1:5 0 000,E000 scale LACIE site
location maps showing the winter/spring wheat
overlap regions for thq Uos., U.S.S.R. and
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FP.R Ce are required. These overlays will be.
rei erred ` a u aal,iy' aid updater y as sag®`%red... Thy
+crri.^t _^ £^ _ ^tuudat	 w aeneties ovrl:ap
dUndik ins,. 2aY1 ^► = ThObo dtftlk .yb are required
gor::- tie i^5. ^l14P, Tie ove'l-ps foie the
Us. S4 S-. R0 40d­ the PAR ;XC uil lz b§ t giiiied by,
iat uary 3'1 1 194t.. One copy 'bf each'-bverlay is
required-...
	
6.1.3.7	 Bolendaries,,of_goLl su B^d3^^e(R;_q;ired by YIDS d Category "^ ' It tildWentation
Responsibi .li;ty: DAPTS/USDA)	 Seven copies of
maps of 1-.5,,000,000 scale or larger of each
LhCIE country, deli.neatid"g the hounda ies of
the smallest political subdivisions, are
required. These taps will be acceptable as
long as the projection is a standard projection
(i. e. , merc4torr etc,, J and is stated on the map
itself.
The-smallest p9lit earl. subdivisions of interest
are as follows:
Country 	 Level. of Dtaa L.LSISat2m)
U. S9 s. R r 	 Oblastl
N S Q	 C RD
Canada	 Census Division
P.RoC.	 Province
Australia	 Division
Argentina
	
Parti.do
Brazil.	 Municipality
India	 District
The Sneed dates for these maps are TSD. These
maps will be updated annually or whenever more
detailed data becomes available or boundary
changes occur.
	
6.1.3.8	 RgZ:icul.t ur1 rerorts.- (Required by YES;
Category 1; lmpl,ementation Responsibility:
DAPTS/USDA/FSO) . USDA reports containing
informat ion from the previous crop .year on
wheat yields in all &ACTE couritri.es'are
required by YES. Episodic events ehi:ch may
produce a change in the expected-yield in a
specific geographical area are of primary
interest. Reports from foreign sources are
acceptable, provided they have been reviewed by
6-18
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a competent authority for accuracy of the data
pr^se^^ed:,
5.1, 3.9
	
	
'htes°ta e^.a(Required bg YM, Categary ' 'Implementation
Responsibi. i tg: DAETS-/DS:D^;)- 	 To ensure an
ad"Mac 0 `alkidul.tura1 data 7 -base for tests of
thde'ad us-t4ible L -crop °'`caleadar and the.- adjustable
crop calendar tArter' model, - the following data
on dates when the crop reaches a- certain stage
of development will be pr-oyided. These dates
are required for spring and winter wheat
(separately)- ahete. ' they :co.-exist in, the
f.ollgwimq locations: ' (1), all Intensive Test
Sites' (ITS), ; (2) Terass CED's. IN, IS -B 2 NSS, 5
Yit,S, 8 AfS; (3) Kab'sas, all CRD ' s,; (4) North
Dakota•, all CRD o s; (5) Montana, CRD 1, 2, 5 3;(b) foreign areas where - available..
The dates are required when the growth stages
(as described in Appendixes l=, E,. and C) ire as
follovs: (1) 50 percent of fields are planted;(2) 50 percent of fields are emerged; (3) 50
percent of the fields have started to joint;
(4) 50 percent of the tields have started to
head; (5) 50 percent of the fields have reached
soft dough (start to turn color) (h) 50
percent of the fields are ripe (hard dough);
(7) 50 percent of the fields are harvested. in
addition to the above, 10 percent and 90
percent dates for (1) through (7) are required
for all ITS.
To operate the adjustable crop calendar (as a
backup starter) the following information is
required: (1) For painter wheat in each CRD in
LACIE where a winter wheat sample segment
exists (see Appendix D for states in-which
winter wheat sample segments exist) and•in
LACIE foreign areas where available, the date
50 percent, of the crop has been planted and the
date 50 percent of the crop has begun-to joint,
(2) For spring wheat in each CRD in LACIE where
a spri . ag wheat sample` segment exists (see "jl
Appendix D for states in which spring wheat
sample segments exist) and in LACIE foreign
areas where available the date 50 percent of Ilk
the crop has been planted.
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6.1.4.1	 f st ical a loultugal_statis cs.-- (Required
by .GAS;,_:Ca^tegory 1,	 plemphtas lon
Responztbili y:., PAPTS/USDa) . CA8 _requires
historical wheat, ,acreages 	 a(pl ts$ and
harvesacd) _,, prod actiaa,. yield, data, total
uiagrictura1 area, and, total. area for the
smaLlest reporting political subdivision for
each LAC.TZ country . for the past 1- years if
available. These data are require& on punched
cards or computer compatible magnetic tape, one
tape per country per year, updated on an annual
.basis. The need date for the U.S. is ASAP.
For all other LACIE countries data is required
by , November 1, 1975. Specific data
requirements and formats are as shoe-n in
Appendix F.
	
6.1.4.2	 Qv_erlv_rea 	. - (Required by CAS; Category 1;Imple:,eentatiotn Responsibility: IDAPTS/USDA) .
Map overlays for 1:5,000 0 000 scale LACIE site
location naps showing the winter/spring wheat
overlap regions for the U.S.,, U.S.S.R., and the
P.R.C. are required by CAS. These overlays
will be reviewed annually and updated as
required. The criteria for an mpdate is
whenever overlap boundaries change. These
overlays are required for the U.S. ASAP. The
overlays for the U.S.S.R. and tae P.R.C. will
be required by January 31, 1976. one copy of
each overlay is required.
	
6. 1.4.3	 ftundjEjes_g ,,,pals ti.cal^subdivisons. -
(Required by CAS; Category 1; Implementation
Responsibility: DAVTS/USDAt. your copies of
gaps of 1:5 # 000 , 000 scale or larger of each
LACIE country, delineating.the boundaries of
the smallest political subdivisions, are
required,- These maps will be acceptable as
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long as the projection is a standard projection
Mercator,, etc.) and is stated on- the
ps pravided^ Th e  ®aps' shall cover each
country in detail at least - av fi.ae : as the data
presentee in paragraph 6.1.4.1.
The smallest political subdivisions of interest
ka q&S acreage aggregation are as follows:
Count	 Lee of_Deta,U_Jstranc^^
T
T S. s. p .	 Oblast
V^^e	 CHD	 .
Canada	 Census divisions or subdivisions
P.Ra'c e 	 Province.
Australia
	 Division
Argentina
	
Partido
Brazil. -	 municipality
India
	
District
The need dates for
the need dates for
paragraph 6.1104.1.
These maps will be
more detailed data
boundary changes of
these maps are the same as
the data specified in
updated annually or whenever
becomes available or
,.cur.
	
6.1.4.4	 Crogp nc^_practicess- CAS.- (Required by CAS;
Category 1; Implementation Responsibility:
DAPTS/USDA). Cropping practices reports
(ancillary summaries) are required for each
stratum identified in paragraph 6.1.4.3.
Acceptable reports are presently being produced
for YES on an acreage strata basis (ref.
paragraph 6.1.3.5) and are available in the
LPDL for CAS use.
These re ports contain such data as cropping
systems or crop rotation practices; irrigation
practices, special practices and crop rotation
systems.
	
6.1.4.5
	
CruE_SalLeendar_s.-- (tequired by CAS; Category 1,
Implementation Responsibility: DAPTS/USDA) .
CAS requires mean historical crop calendars for
each of the acreage strata identified in
paragrap-h 6.1.4.3. These crop calendars will
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be used in-detersining the acquisition vindowsfor Landsat data.
Each calendar shall describe the''ptogress of
wheat and all- other crops vh,i.ch4 taken
together, constitute at least- 9: percent of the
cultivated area for which information is
available. Calendars shall be constructed
using the 15 most recent years' Aata, if
available. The year or years of historical
data used in the development of.the calendar
shall be stated. Data sources shall also be
stated.
The calendars for each crop will be presented
as percent area in a specified growth stage at
a specified date.. An example of the desired
data product output format for the UsS *
 and
foreign countries is attached. one copy of
these calendars is required per stratus. The
update of the calendars will be annually and
the base will increase to 16 years, 17 years.
etc.
6.1. 4. 6 	 Lgrjcu3_tRa3.Eeporjs.- (Required by CAS;
Category 1; Implementation Responsibility:
DAPTS/USDA). USDA reports containing
information for the previous crop year on wheat
acreage, yield and production in all LACYE
countries are required by CAS. Reports
published by IACIE foreign countries are also
acceptable, providing they have been reviewed
by a competent authority for accuracy of the
data presented. The attached last presents the
historical CAS report requirements. One copy
of each report is required in the LPDL for the
use of CAS.
The following CAS-required publications are the
minimum report requests from the USDA:
A. Foreign ,Agriculture Circular -r Grains (PAS)
- Quarterly
B. Foreign Agriculture (PAS) - Weekly
C. Wheat Situation (ERS/SBS) - Quarterly
D. Foreign Agricultural Attache Reports
E. World Agriculture and Trade (PAS) -
Quarterly
P. U.S. Weekly Weather and Crop Report
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76
so
25
75
so
26
75
so
25
75 ...
so
25
75
50
25
is
so
25
75
60
25
75
E0
25
76
so
25
7S
so
25
I
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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STATE S GHENT No
CRD , & No. DATE
r^OF^VItLOPM	 Ey.,tP.E .I.IcENT"DF^.AaEA ilt	 EN* STAG t i0mmiD, OATE
'
.
CROP	 %A, JUNE	 JULYA 	 -,'	 ^ AUGUST	 PTEME ER	 CTOBEO 	 ^V ^11	 OF1
IDD
1-7
WINTER	 iw
T
75
WHEAT	 51) — so
BARLEY
EATS
RYE
ALFALFA
sonaHum
conm
SOYBEANS
0 TEARS OF DATA:	 AVERAGE
(NO ADJUSTMENTS "OR WEATHER MADE1
*SOURCE OF DATA:
• ESTIMATED ACCURACY OF DATES AS THEY WOULD APPLY TO ANY GIVEN YEAR:
±_ DAYS
Figure 6-8.- Crop Calendars.
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G.	 Weekly Weather and crop Reports for all
states in the U.S. listed -under (H) below
H.	 interim estimates an d .final post,-harvest
ralues of 'wheat acreage, yield and
production as :published by the states in
the U.S '. listed below:
Arkansas
	
Montana
Arizona	 North Dakota
California	 Nebraska
Colorado	 Oklahoma
Id ho.
Ihdiana	 slout'h Dakota
Kansas	 Tennessee
Maryland	 Texas
Minnesota	 Utah
Hisswiri	 Washington
6.1.5 JERRS
Not applic0le.
6.1.6 I.P2Z2_A
6.1.6.1 PUT
p.ar2pet2Es.- (Required by SPE-EA; Category 1;
Implementation Responsibility:	 DAPTS/USDA).
DAPTS will monitor and records on an as-
requested basis.
6.1.7 TI
Not applicable.
6.1 * 8 Bege_g 
The data requirements for research in support
of LACIE have not been established as of the
publication date of this document revision.	 it
should be noted that the expected number of
requirements will impact DAPTS measurably.
6.1.9 j9.sj_dnft_EvALuatjon
The data requirements for test and evaluation(TSE) have not been established as of this
date.	 Again, as in the case of research, these
additional requirements will impact DAPTS,
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_DOCUNEUT
Each implementing organization shall comply
with the interface requirements specified in
the USDA/NASA-JSC Interface Control Document,
dated November 1975.
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SECTION 8.0
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS AFFECTING DAPTS DESIGN
THROUGHPUT REQUIREMENTS
The portion of the DAPTS that deals with
historical agricultural data must be sized to
handle a THD volume of data, mediums TBD.
RESPONSE REQUIREMENTS
The response requirements for the DAPTS are
defined by the required output: formats, data
products and delivery schedules of the LACIE
subsystems using DAPTS }products. Need dates
for data products used in the operational area
of each LACIE subsystem are defined in the
Level 4 DAPTS working schedules.
RELTABTLITY REQUIREMENTS
Not applicable.
	
8.4	 SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
A LACIE Security Plan shall be prepared by each
organization designated with implementation
responsibility. The plan for each implementing
organization shall define the specific measures
t-
	
	 hat will be utilized by that organization to
comply with LACIE security requirements. The
LACIE security requirements shall be defined by
the USDA and will be forwarded to the
implementing organizations upon receipt by the
LACIE Project Manager. Each implementing
organization shall submit its plan for approval
to the LACIE Level 3 Change Board within 98
days after receipt of the USDA ri cquirem.-znts.
	
8.5
	 DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS
Wat applicable.
	
8.5	 QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
A LACIE Quality Assurances (QA) Plan is beinj
prepared under the direction of the Quality
Assurance Manager. concurrent with this
Quality Assurance Plan, a Quality Assurance
Procedures Document is being prepared. The
procedures continued in the QA Procedures
Document have been prepared by the respective
organizational elements and will be inplemented
by personnel within these organizations.
8-1
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SECTION 9,0
StiTSYSTET VER_I_FICATTON REQUIREMENTS
Each organization designated with
implementation responsibility shall prepare a
LACIE Verification Plan] including a complete
definition of the verification functions
proposed for verification of the portion of
LACIE for which it is r6sponsible„ Each
organization shall submit its plan for approval
to the LACIE Level 3 Change Board vithin 90
days after the requirements documents are
baseline d.
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FAPPENDIX A
DEFINITION of WHEAT GROWTH STAGES
Emerged* - Is defined as indicated by Stage 1
of figure B-1 where there is only
one shoot. This is prior to
tillering and prior to Code 1, Pre-
Flag, of Appendix C (extract from
Enumerator's Manual, 1974 Wheat
Objective Yield survey).
Jointed* - Is defia►ed as indicated by Stage 6
of figure 8-1 where first node or
the stem is visible. This stage i5
also prior to Code 1, Pre-Flag, of
Appendix C (extract. from
Enumerator's Manual, 1974 Wheat
Objective Yield Survey).
Heading- - is defined as indicated by Stage
17.1 of figure B-1 and is
equivalent to Code 3, Late Boot or
Flower (Heads Emerged) includes
Watery Kernels, cr Appendix C
(extract from Enumerator's Manual,
1974 Wheat Objective Yield Survey) .
Soft Dough* - Ts defined as indicated by Stage
11+ of tigure B-1 and is
equivalent to Code 5 of
Appendix C (extract from
Enumerator's Manual, 1974 Wheat
objective Yield Survey) .
Hard Dough* - is detined as Code 6 at Appendix
C (extract from Enumprator'r4
Manual, 1974 wheat [objective
Yield Survey) .
Harvest or HarvestablE:* - Is defined as Code 7
at Appendix C(extracr. from
Enumerator's
Manual, 1974 Wheat
objective Yield
Survey) .
;%^ PAS -n "6'1 •lw^,
A-1
j	 as
*Note: There will be cases when the observer
will he undecided on the growth stage(i.e., maturity stage) of the field.
When this occurs, review the-growth
stages (maturity stages) involved and
classify the unit in the stage that it
most nearly represents. if still
undecided, classify it in the lower
stage of growth (maturity).
A-2
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APPEWDIX B
ILLUSTRATION OF THE FEEKES SCALE
Figure B- 1 is an illustration of the Feekes
scale.
- - -9
- * -. *,^^,	
. 
MA"Jow. em''40W.4
B-1
rwoo®2
a^
HEADING	
SOFT DOUGH
	
GROWTH  STAGE S	 STEM EXTENSION
	
HEADING
	
RI ENING
1 U CEREALS 	 STAGE	 STAGE
STAnGE	 STAGE 10.5
	 lI
Z V
	
10.1	 FLOWER-
STAGE	 IN 	 (SEE	 cwwEAT)
9	
"BOOT"	 NOTES)
	
JOINTING	 STAGE L,GULE OF
8	 UST VISIBLE
LAST LEAF
TILLERINt;	
J
LAST
STAGE LEAFT	 JUST
VISIBLE
	
STAGE	 STAGE sEcOND6	 NODE
rJ
	 VISIBLE
tV EMERGED	 LEAF-	 FIRST
STAGE
	
STAGE STRONGY
	 NODE
	 ^•
STAGE	
9-
3	 4 ERECTED	 VISIBLE
f
STAGE	 2	 TILLERS LEAF-	 A	 l	 G
	
FORMED SHEATHS	 i
T	 T144ERING	 LENGTHEN
ONE
BEGINS	
^	
I P.
^  ^
SHOOT	 ^ ^	 ^ 1
Figure B-1.- Illustration of the Feekes Scale.
From E. C. Large, Growth Stages in Cereals. Plant Path. 3.128-129. 1954.
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APPENDIX C
t	 EXTRACT FROM ENUMERATOR # S MANUAL
J IL	 1974 WHEAT OBJECTIVE; YIELD SURVEY
Item 2 - Stage of maturity
A stage of maturity is to be
assigned each unit by circling the
numerical stage code in the Item 2
table. The stage which you assign
the unit should be the same as that
6f the greatest number of stalks
inside the unit. Do not damage any
plants in the unit. inhere some
plants in the field have stetted to
head, examine a fear heads outside
the unit to assist you in
determining the maturity. Use the
descriptive material below and on
the back cover as cL iteria for
arriving at the stages of maturity.
'there trill be case;^ when you are
undecided on the maturity stage of
the unit. When this occurs, review
the maturity stages involved and
classify the unit in the stages
that it most nearly represents. If
still undecided, classify it, in
the lower stage of mat l ill.
1	 9-r
C.	 Maturity Stages;
Code 1 - Pre-Flag
This is a geneLal category in which
you will record all units where
tillers are only an inch or two
high, up to units where stalks are
large or mature cnou 3h to be itr t#re
1eBoot" stay::. tLe stalks do not
indicate any swelling and do not
have the de#inite tlag leaf or
other evidence of a partly
developed head inside the leaf
sheath.
Code 2 - Flag or Early boot
Stalks are starting to joint and
joints can be seen easily. The
plant has tour or Live leaves a n d
the 11 1lag lcaL ll is identitiahle and
C-1
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its collar is visible aliovE the top
foliage leaf. A partly developed
head may be detected by noting that
the Stern has started swelling below
the top foliage deaf . This
swelling may also be felt inside
the sheath. Be careful not to
damage the partly developed head by
squeezing the stem of sheath.
ii
I
f
k
In most cases the presence of ,heads
enclosed in the leaf sheath could
be verified try " going outsid e_the
unit. Examine Aalks that are
similar in appearance to the
doubtful, ones before classifying
the unit in the FLAG or EARLY HOOT
stage. Clip a few stalks, unroll
the leaf sheath and see whether or
not there is a small., partially
developed head encased -i n the
sheath.
Code 3 - Late Hoot or ?F lower (Heads Emerged)
Includes Watery Kernels
The }read has moved up in the stem
so that some swelling has occurred
above the base of the top foliage
leaf. The sheath will split
shortly after the "Late Boot" stage
and the head will partially or
wholly emerge. The flower stage
occurs soon after the head emerges.
Small blooms or flowers begin to
open at the base of the head and
blooming progresses toward the tip.
For our purpose, consider the unit
to be in the late boot or f lower
stage from the time swelling can be
seen or felt above the top foliage
leaf until the watery clear liquid
in the kernel has begun to turn
milky.
Code 4 - Milk
Kernels are formed in heads.
Kernels of grain are soft, moist
and milky. When the grain is
c-2
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Figure C-I.- Classifying heads in "early boot" and "lateboot" stages of maturity.
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squeezed, a milky liquid can be observed. The
plant is. still generally green. one of two of
the lower leaves may be dead, but the three
upper leaves and the head are green. Signs of
ripening (yellowy spots or stripes) are visible
only on the edges or tips of the leaves.
Code 5 - Soft 'Dough
The grains can be crushed between
the thumb and fingernail; the
contents of most of the grains are
soft and can be kneaded like dough
with only a few grains per head
containing any milky liquid. The
plant has changed to a golden tint
(except in the purple-strawed types
which are a pinkish purple color);
the stalk is smooth and shiny,
tough and pliable. Only the
uppermost leaves are swollen and
green, the lower leaves being
shrunken and brownish.
Code 6 - Hard Dough
The grains readily part from the
head and are likely to shake out of
the glumes. The grain is firm and
though it may be dented by pressure
of the thumbnail, it is not easily
crushed. The characteristic color
of the drain has become more
distinct. The yellow grains are
paler, the red grains somewhat
darker and flinty or mealy in
character. The leaves are brown,
dry and shrunken. wheat in this
category may be swathed in some
areas.
Code 7 - Ripe
Straw is dull and brittle at this
stage, the grain is hard and breaks
in fragments when crushed. Harvest
may be expected at this time.
Counts of stalks and Heads within Count Area:
C-4
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APPENDIX D
CH AHICH WINTER AND SPRING WHEAT
SAMPLE SEGMENTS .EXIST
3S IN WHICH WINTER WHEAT SAMPLE SEGMENTS
r
krizona Montana
krkansas- Nebraska
:aai fornia Oklahoma
:olosado Pennsylvania
Idaho South Dakota
Indiana Tennessee
iansas Texas
laryland Utah
lissonri Washington
^iS IN WHICH SPRING WHEAT SAMPLE SEGMENTS
V
linnesota
iontana
forth Dakota
South Dakota
}
L`
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APPENDIX E
SUGGESTED DATA FORMATS
The suggested data formats are as shown on the
following three pages.
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TABLE E—I
GROM STAGE DATES FOR 50% DEVEWPRM
MMIH AND DAY OF MONTH
Cheek one:
q Spring Wheat
q Winter Wheat
crop Year
=-7
i
t^3
EN
ITS SEG. NO.	 SOFT
-OR-	 PLANTING	 II+WOENCE	 JOINTING	 EMING	 DOUGH	 RTC	 HARDEST
STATE	 CM #	 DATE'	 DATE = 	DATE2	 DATE2	 DAiE3	 DATE`'	 DATTO
1 Date at which 50% of fields in CRD were planted or emerged, respectively.
2 Date at which 50% of fields in CRD had tgSun to joint or head, respectively.
3 Date at which 50% of fields in CRD had be urn to enter soft dough stage (turning color to greenish-yellow to yellow).
` Date at which 50% of fields in CRD are ripe (hard dough) stage or when they were swathed. (Indicated swathed if
applicable).
Date at which 50% of fields in CRD have been harvested either as standing grain or out of swath.
I
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Check one:
q Spring Wheat
q winter Wheat
Crop Year
TABLE E—II
GUM STAGE DATES FOR 10% DEVEAPN M
N%?NPH AND DAY OF VMTH
M
W
SOFT
PLANTING	 FIMiGENCE	 J'OIRING	 HEADING	 DOUGH	 RIPE	 HARUF,ST
ITS SEG. NO.	 CM #	 DATE'	 DATE'	 DATE2	 DATE 	 DATES	 DATE"	 DAB
' Date at which 10% of fields in CRD were planted or emerged, respectively.
2 Date at which 10% of fields in CRD had begun to joint or head, respectively.
3 Date at which 10% of fields in CRD had begun to enter soft dough stage (turning color to greenish-yellow to yellow).
" Date at which 10% of fields in CRD are ripe (hard dough) stage or when they were swathed. (Indicated swathed If
applicable).
5 Date at which 10% of fields in CRD have been harvested either as standing grain or out of swath.
zV
TABLE E—III
	
Check one:
q Spring Wheat
GROWER STAGE DATES FOR 90% DEVELOPMM	 q Winter Wheat
MMW. AND DAY OF MNTH	
Crop YeEkr
4r=
ITS Sm. ND.	 MET
-OR-	 PUNITE	 EMERGENCE	 JOINiBlOr	 HEADING	 D)UGH	 RIPE	 HAHVJESr
STATE	 CRD #	 DATE'	 DAU1	 DAriE2	 DATE2
	 DATES	 DATW	 DATE
1 Date at which 907o of fields in CRD were planted or emerged, respectively.
2 Date at which 90% of fields in CRD had b.^  to joint or head, respectively.
3 Date at which 90% of fields in CM had begun to enter soft dough stage (turning color to greenish-yellow to yellow),
Date at which 90% of fields in CRD are ripe (hard dough) stage or when they were swathed. (Indicated swathed if'
applicable).
5 Date at which 90% of fields in CRD have been harvested either as standing grain or out of swath.
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APPENDIX F
HISTORICAL AGRICULTURAL DATA AND
STATISTICAL DATA FORMATS
INTRODUCTION
This Appendix to the LACIE USDA/NASA Interface
Control. Document (ICD) (Volume III) will define
the data presentation formats for historical
agricultural statistics data. These formats
will be for both magnetic tape and punched '
cards. These statistical data are required to
support volume IC of the LACIE Requirements
Document (LACIE-C00200).
MAGNETIC TAPE FO !AAT
The magnetic tape-format required to support
the historical agricultural statistical data
requirement of Volume III of the USDA/NASA ICD
will be defined in this section.
BACKGROUND
Various LACIE functional elements have
requirements for historical agricultural
statistical data in the form of computer
compatible tapes (CCTs). These historical data
will consist of production, yield and acreage
statistics to the finest granularity available,
consistent with the heirarchy presented in
table F-I.
The tapes will be provided as required, with a
LACIE systems goal of one tape per year per
country.
F2.2
	 LOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
Tha intent of the design of this tape format is
to provide a baseline format from which various
software development efforts can be undertaken.
This design will provide the standardization
required to allow for software design starts at
various locations, while preserving the
flpxibili±y of a +096-ward record length. The
format also provides for the standardization of
all historical agricultural statistical data
tapes, both for the U.S. and foreign countries.
The tape format provides for self-checking
features # such as, to note the number of data
F-1
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default values included.and to note the number
of complete data sets per logical record-to the
substratum level.
TAPE CONTENTS
The tape will be a single file tape that Will
contain N logical records.
Various codes have been established per
references F-1 and F-2 to allow for the
efficient use of available word slots. These
codes and abbreviations are listed in table F-
111. Additional codes to cover the other
aspects of the heirarchy (aggregation) will be
provided via RECD as they are defined and
approved by the L•ACIE Level 3 CCB.
The format, characteristics, blocking or layout
of the data records (parameters, units and
information) are listed in table F-Ii.
When writing the tape, in those cases where
data does not exist, default values of 99x9
will be substituted and so noted in the trailer
-record summary. in cases where fields have
been abandoned, data will exist for acreage
planted only.
This will constitute a complete data set, but
must be noted to provide for proper summations
and population (n) figures which will reflect
the true statistical base.
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^.	 F3.0	 PUNCHED CARD FORMAT
	
3
Upon special request, the historical
agricultural statistical data will be presented
as punched cards.. These data will be the same
as the data described in section 2.0. These
data cards will not be required as a normal.
	 ^{
course, but the capability to produce theca is
required.
	
F3.1	 LOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
The format of these data cards has been
designed to be consistent with the repeating
portions of the data records on the magnetic
tape. The codes employed will be the same as
defined in table F-111. The word slot (field)
designations will allow for the same
granularity as the tape.
	
F3.2	 CARD CONTENTS
The field designations and card layout is found
' y
	in table F-11. The tape header record and
trailer record will be deleted. The
information location in the header and trailer
records of the tape will be presented on the
data transmittal forms accompanying the deck.
Standard 80-column cards employing Hollerith
code will be used.
F-3
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F4.0 REFERENCES
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Large
AreaCrogEnvrai:ory Er,F22r pig tLA CTEL
Rger_R,
 equiremeats, May 19T5.
U.S. Department of Commerce, National Bureau of
Standards, Federal Information Processing
Standards Publication (FIP.3 Pub 10-1) ,
F-3.	 FIPS Pub 10-1, Section G-2, SRS Geographic
Codes, Revised December 1974.
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Listed below are the various levels and names of the
aggregation heirarchy. The number listed below the
partition name is the relative number of subdivisions.
Country Region Zone Stratum Substratum
No. of
segmLBnts
U.S. Region State CRD County 637
5 48 304 3062
Canada TBD Province Division Subdivision 283
3 3 53 550
China TBD TBD Province N.A. 810
10 24 24
U.S.S.R. TBD Region Oblast N.A. 1948
10 34 112
Australia TBD State Division Shire or 257
3 5 43 county
273
Argentina TBD State Partido N.A. 165
5 5 154
Brazil TBD Province Munici-- N.A. 50
5 5 pality
28
India TBD State District N.A. 626
5 15 296
N.
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aTABLE F--II.- HISTORICAL DATA TAPE RECORD DESCRIPTOR
I. Specifications:
Tape	 -	 9 track
Density	 -	 800 BPI
Parity	 -	 ODD
Code
	 -	 EBCDIC
LRECL	 -	 80 (unblocked)
Label	 -	 SL
II. Format:
Item Field Name D.sp Size Type
1 Country Code 1 2 A**
2 Region Code 3 4 N
3 Zone Code 7 4 N
4 Stratum Code 11 4 N
5 Substratum Code 15 4 N
6 Crop Year 19 2 N
7 Commodity Code 21 4 AR*
8 Acreage Planted 25 10 N
9 Acreage Iiarvested 35 10 N
10 Yield/Planted Acre 45 10 N*
11 Yield/11arvested Acre 55 10 N*
12 Production 65 10 N
13 Filler 75 6 N
* Yield computed. Floating point format.
** values left justified.
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TABLE F-III.- CODES FOR HISTORIC AGRICULTURAL STATISTICAL
DATA TAPES
The codes to be employed in the generation of the
historical agricultural data tapes are as follows:
Commodity Codes (Reference 9)
Commoditg Code
Wheat, All W
Wheal., Winter WN
Wheat, Spring WS
Wheat, Winter, Hard Red WWHR
Wheat, Winter, Soft Red WWSR
Wheat, Winter, White WWW
Wheat, Durum WD
Wheat, Durum, Red WDR
Wheat, Spring, Hard Red WSHR
Wheat, Spring, White WSW
Country Codes (Reference 2)
Coun±My FIPS Code
U.S. Us
U.SOS.R. UR
China CH
India IN
Australi a AS
Argentina An
Br ^zi1 BE
Canada CA
F-7
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TABXE F-1120- Continued
1 State Codes (Reference 3)
PIPS STATE STA_ E PIPS STATE STATE r
CODE _- CODE	 _ E
^J1 Alabama 53 Washington ~`;
02 Alaska 54 West Virginia
T
04 Arizona 55 Wisconsin
05 Arkansas 56 Wyoming
t
06 California
gRTLjjjQ AREAS i
08 Colorado
10 Delaware
12 Florida 72 Puerto Rico
13 Georgia 78 Virgin islands
15 Hawaii CODE _EXTEWSIQNS E'OR SRS USE
16 Idaho 61 SRS region '"All
17 Illinois 62 SRS region "B"
18 Indiana 63 SRS region "C"
19 Iowa 04 SRS region "D"
20 Kansas 65 SRS region "Ell
21 Kentucky 66 SRS region 'IF" s
22 Louisiana 67 SRS region IIGII
24 Maryland 68 SRS region "H10
26 Michigan 69 SRS region 11111
F-8
PIPS state
code State
27 Minnesota
28 Mississippi
29 Missouri
30 Hontana
31 Nebraska
32 Nevada
34 Nev Jersey
35 New Mexico
36 New York
37 North. Carolina
38 North Dakota
39 Ohio
40 Oklahoma
41 Oregon
42 Pennsylvania
45 South Carolina
U6 South Dakota
47 Tennessee
48 Texas
49 Utah
•	 51 Virginia
TABLE F-11I.-- Concluded
Corte extension for SRS use
70 SRS region "J"
81 Standard F^decal Region I
82 standard Federal Region TI
83 Standard Federal Region ITT
84 Standard Federal Region IV
85 Standard Federal Region V
86 standard Federal Region VI
87 Standard Federal Region VII
88 Standard Federal Region VIII
89 standard Federal Region IX
90 Standard Federal Region X
SUMMARY CUES
97 Total - '@ other" states
98 Grand Total (less than U.S.
when U.S. not published)
99 Total - U.S.
NASA-JSC
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